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EXTERNAL BLEEDING 



Incision: 
   1. Clean surgical wound 
   2. Caused by a sharp object such as a blade 

Recognition 

Types of external bleeding



Treatment:Dirct pressure

Controlling external bleeding 

Dressing 



Nosebleeds ( epistaxis)

Embedded objects , stap and gunshot



Internal bleeding
- the bleeding which occurs inside the body 
- the blood sometimes leak through natural openings , and
other times stay , causing pain and shock 
-hard to recognize 
-not treating could lead the victim to death

Causes
Falls , automobile collision , pedestrians struck by a vehicle, 
gunshot wounds , blast injuries,  impaled objects and stab
wounds 

Recognition 
1. Blood comes from nose , mouth and ear (occurs from sever
head trauma 
2. Blood in stool and urine  
3. Blood like coffee grounds or bright red in vomit 
4. Blood comes from women's birth canal after an injury or during
pregnancy
5. Bruising over the abdominal or chest area 
6. In case of no blood comes from natural openings :
                  - pale and cold skin 
                  - cyanosis 
                  - shock with no apparent injury 



Heart attack and angina 
Myocardium infraction 

Heart attack Angina 

Partial or complete cut of
blood supply to the heart or
part of the heart , which
leads to death of heart
muscles due to oxygen
deprivation 

Miniature heart attack
caused by a short term
blockage 

Occurs after periods of rest Occurs after strenuous
exercise or periods of high
stress for the victim 

will not relieve with rest start to relieve very shortly
after resting ( a few
minutes)

Recognition 



Treatment 



Stroke 

Cerebrovascular accident  ( CVA ) 

Transient Ischemic Attack ( TIA )
Mini-stroke 

1. is characterized by temporary symptoms 
2. the TIA is stroke , but the difference is simply the symptoms (
the TIA is shorter and maximum is 24 hours)

Recognition 



Shock

1. the condition where the delivery of oxygen and nutrients is
insufficient to meet the body’s needs 
2. Blood is the main carrier of oxygen and nutrients , so most
cases are related to blood 
             - most common consideration being loss of blood in first
aid 
3. Shock is a life threatening emergency 



Key types of shock

Recognition 

Early phases : 
      Rapid pulse, pale and cold skin , sweating , cyanosis and rapid
shallow breathing 

Advanced phases :
       Absence of pulse from the wrist ( radial ) and
unconsciousness 
 
Final phase :
       Cardiac arrest



Treatment 

The End


